Apartment
Property for sale Nº
111908
City
Tavira
Neighborhood
Tavira
Typology
T3
WC
2

Apartments with sea view for sale, in the new condominium San Pedro in Tavira, 5
minutes walk from the center of Tavira.
Closed condominium with 26 apartments, consisting of 3 floors divided by
apartments of types T1 to T3 + 2 with areas ranging from 57m2 to 135m2. San
Pedro Tavira is a condominium that favors private outdoor areas, it consists of
apartments with a pool and private gardens on the ground floor, apartments with
jacuzzis on the first floor and duplex apartments with a rooftop pool on the second
floor. On the roof terrace, the apartments that do not have a swimming pool have a
terrace with beautiful views of the sea and a common pool with an area of ??47.62
m2. The condominium also benefits from a children's playground and an exercise
room equipped with weightlifting equipment.

Pool
Private
View
Sea
Plot Area
99
Floor Area
122

There are 3 variants of three bedroom apartments:
- T3 +1 with terrace and pool
- T3 + 1 with terrace and jacuzzi
- T3 + 2 with terrace and pool

Price
470 000

Inside, the three-bedroom apartments consist of a living and dining room with open
kitchen, office, three bedrooms, one en suite and a full bathroom.
The sale value of these apartments varies between € 457,374 and € 681,504
The construction of this condominium is scheduled for the beginning of October
2020 and has a duration of 18 months.
Finishing Map:
COMMON OUTSIDE ZONES:
Light gray hydraulic mosaic (light gray);
Plastered walls and ceilings and painted in white; Stairs with marble steps in the
region;
Metal guards and handrails on the stairs in light gray color;
Common gas deposit;
Gardening arrangements according to the landscape design;
Playground with support equipment;
Gym with weightlifting equipment;
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INTERIORS:
ROOMS:
Floating wooden floor of the brand Artens IntensoPlus Zaragoza - Hidrófogo; MDF
baseboards, 15 cm high and painted in white;
Doors, baseboards and staves of the Valco model (see email model) lacquered in
white;
Tupai brand hardware (handles, locks);
Walls and ceilings and plastered and painted in white; Windows 'brand Lisbon
Windows PVC' in light gray color; EFAPEL brand electrical equipment; Split air
conditioner from AIR WELL brand sized for space.
BEDROOMS
Floating wooden floors of the brand ArtensIntenso Plus Zaragoza - hydrofogo;
MDF baseboards, 15 cm high and painted in white;
Doors, baseboards and staves of the Valco model (see email model) lacquered in
white;
Tupai brand hardware (handles, locks);
Walls and ceilings and plastered and painted in white;
Windows 'brand Lisbon Windows PVC' in light gray color;
EFAPEL brand electrical equipment; Split air conditioner from AIR WELL brand
sized for space
BATHROOMS
Mosaic floor of the brand BELLE EPOQUE model BarcelonaStar or Barcelona
Greco;
Covering of the bathtub area in ‘Subway Tile’ in burgundy - Primus Vitoria brand beveled white 15cm * 7.5cm;
Plastered walls and ceilings and painted in white;
Galaxy Design model bathtubs;
Cifial brand antique washbasin model Antique furnitur with the washbasin furniture
to be chosen by the customer (vintage);
Faucets for washbasins, bides and bathtubs of the Cifial brand, Ed Wardian model;
Cifial toilets and bidets - model A1 with tank embedded in the wall.
KITCHENS
Floating wooden floor of the brand Artens IntensoPlus Zaragoza - Hidrófogo;
MDF baseboards, 15 cm high and painted in white;
BELLE EPOQUE Mallorca Marina ouMallorca Trenc wall covering;
Top and bottom brand cabinets; Water heating systems - Junkers Solar
DomésticoTermosossão 300 liters; Oven, microwave, hob, fridge, extractor fan,
washing machine, built-in dishes and linen and TEKA wine cellar
OUTDOOR AREASGARDENS AND TERRACES
CARMO WOODS pine deck flooring;
Cyclone pool filter and pump - Model 400; Pool pads - Synphony Pool 20 * 20 Blue
MIX;
Plastered walls and painted in white;
Watering tap and miter wash;
Gazão grass mat; Jardin / garden beds with Birdwatch stretcher irrigation system
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